| **Ancient Regime** |  |
| **Reactions of the rest of Europe to French Revolution** | - Nations oppose it |
| **National Assembly** | - Constitutional Monarchy |
| **Constitutional Monarchy gives most power to bourgeoisie** | - Upper middle class, ability to make laws |
| **Achievements of National Assembly** | - 1789  
- Tennis Court Oath  
- Vote by head  
- 3rd estate  
- Declaration of rights of man  
- Church under state  
- Dividing country into departments  
- Abolishing feudalism |
| **Storming of Bastille** | - July 14, 1789  
- Old jail  
- First armed conflict |
| **Tennis Court Oath** | - June 20, 1789  
- Establishing a just constitution  
- Vowed they’d meet until they had a new constitution |
| **Problem leading to French Revolution** | - Finance  
- Representative  
- Poverty  
- Religious Toleration  
- Price of Bread  
- Women’s Rights  
- Monarchy |
| **Problems facing 3rd Estate** | - Not fair representation  
- No say  
- Majority of population and had same representation as Clergy and Nobility  
- More freedoms  
- food shortages  
- over taxing  
- least power  
- feudal |